2001 ford explorer engine

This page is going to talk solely about the engine itself. Ford introduced the 5. It was only
available in the 2wd models that first year, and had hp and ft-lb of torque. For , revised cylinder
heads increased output of the 5. The 5. They also accommodate different spark-plug angles that
facilitate easier plug replacement. GT40 heads are a factory small block ford head found on a
certain vehicles. They were most famous for their debut on the Cobra. The GT40P heads had a
small combustion chamber ranging from cc while the GT40 heads had a cc combustion
chamber. The GT40P heads also had a different spark plug placement making header choice
important. GT40P specific headers are needed unless you use spark plug wires with 90 degree
boots to clear the heads. Finally, the last difference between the two are valves. Both have 1. All
Ford Explorer 5. Furthermore, there is a boss for the ACT sensor located on runner 5, but it is
not drilled. Meaning, there are zero provisions for internal EGR. These later model intakes have
thinner walls. Furthermore, there is no boss for the ACT sensor. The Ford Explorer 5. The BW is
a chain driven part-time transfer case that offers torque on demand through a viscous coupling.
The viscous coupling is a 2-piece part, filled with a viscous fluid and clutch packs. Under
normal conditions, the inner and outer portions of the coupling are spinning at the same speed.
When there is slippage in the rear axle, the rotation of the 2-parts change; since the front tires
are spinning slower, the inner portion is rotating slower than the outer. As the fluid thickens, it
creates friction, by putting more force on the clutches inside the coupling. This then causes
more power output to the front tires. If you decide to add the Explorer 5. The good news is that
the 4R70W automatic used behind the Explorer 5. Many have chosen to use the BW which is a
manual transfer case found on the Ford F The frame rails on the Ford Explorer are spaced wider
than they are on a Ford Ranger. Explorer 5. More Articles:. I have a ford explorer 4. From what
vehicle and what size? G A answered 4 years ago. Your stuck with a 4. Most any Ford 4. Ford
and Mercury are both the same 4. Bob answered 4 years ago. Ford 4. Do this on any
replacement engine 4. OJ answered 4 years ago. If you purchase a reman engine, specifying the
year of manufacture, it will be a drop in. If you obtain a 4. Rob answered 4 years ago. I don't
think the 4. It has major design flaws not the least of which is the incredibly stupid timing chain
set-up. I have a hole in my block now and it really sucks. My best bet to evidently replace it with
what I can. Why is it that 8 of 9 Fords I have owned have died suddenly from either big engine
problems or the tranny giving out. I don't drive hard and I maintain better than most dealers will.
I'm thinking that although I love buying american that my next car will be Japanese. Jonathan
answered 4 years ago. Well two-door Ford Explorer 4. Will Ford Explorer 4. GuruT2VNG
answered 2 years ago. GuruVVQ3M answered 2 years ago. Tifoez answered 2 years ago.
GuruVVQ3M, no the Sport and Sport Trac, are completely different, the Sport is still the normal
explorer but with only front doors, the sport trac is the pick-up version of the explorer..
Zaccccccc answered 2 years ago. Guru11L7P answered about a year ago. Will the engine out
Ford Explorer sohc 4. Martin answered about a year ago. Why are the 4. Why spend so much on
a time bomb. With no other options? To me ford dropped the ball on this. Also, plastic engine
parts. You fing, kidding me??? GuruF8LL8 answered 9 months ago. What years in the 4. I have
a ;ford mustang and not happy with it because of the timing chains. I'd really like to put a
Windsor in my car. Guru3BPMN answered 7 months ago. DaBullsMobileGarage answered about
a month ago. But again I would like something that would bolt right up to my original
transmission and wiring but if I need to I know how to make it work just need best opinions and
suggestions!!! Are they interchangeable? I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is
not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies.
Interchangeable engines. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo
optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford Explorer question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a
simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Explorer Questions. CarGurus Experts.
Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. OJ answered 5
years ago. I know that but what 4. Check the 8th digit of your vin and the letter engine is
probably listed as "W". This engine was used in the and 05 models. Take note though I
purchased a V6 explorer new which was suppose to come with the 4. A year of so later I was
doing some minor work and noticed I had the old 4. I immediately check with Ford and learned
some leftover engines from model year , which used both V6 engines, were installed in the
model. I was instructed to check the engine code with the vin. Sure enough the code was for the
older engine. Using an engine with the same engine code should work. Carl answered 4 years
ago. Rachel answered 3 years ago. Will a 4. LeeInAlaska answered 3 years ago. Guru7XYP
answered 3 years ago. Guru9ZTX6 answered 3 years ago. BossV8 answered 3 years ago. James
answered 3 years ago. Can I put my Chevy S10 2. GuruD6RH1 answered 3 years ago. Har
answered 3 years ago. Bri answered 3 years ago. Will a motor or of a Ford expedition model for

in a Ford explorer 4. GuruY5WJJ answered 3 years ago. Will the transmission from a ford
explorer 4. Glenn answered 2 years ago. James answered 2 years ago. As for ease of bolt in you
should keep to what was offered in the line up. Now lets say you want to keep the explorer but
want better MPG. Grab the rear end for parts if you have the solid axle in the explorer , seats
from the ranger. Most of the guts from a ranger will interchange. But many Ranger v-8s I have
seen were taken from Explorers. But over the years I have seen crazy stuff done to retrofit
things into cars. If you want to do these types of thing you better have the know how to do
yourself or deep pockets to pay someone to do it for you. I really liked the low rider Explorer I
saw with a fe motor built for a drag racing but streetable application. He had to cut the firewall
and redo some of the cabin floor and firewall. GuruWV6NV answered 2 years ago. If they are ohv
and sohc different motors they are the same exact size and will fit but electrics will be different.
Make sure to take the computer too. If the motors are different you may need the trans
connection plate also this i am not so sure on for the V-6 two motors they had 2 manual tranny
units and 2 auto units. So if it is the same motor and tranny combo it makes it all easier.
Theoretically they are the same size but may need a tweek to fit or adapter plate for the tranny.
The 4 door should all interchange ok, in they still had the SOHC cologne v-6 with same trannys.
Again 4 door model should be same sizes. Cory answered 2 years ago. Hi does anyone know if
a Ford Explorer V6 4l block would be the same block as a Ford Courier rear wheel drive 4l V6.
Alonsillo answered 2 years ago. Subi answered 2 years ago. Im trying to put a deisel engine in a
Ford Explorer Sport is that even possible??? GuruVN6SB answered 2 years ago. GuruXY3B6
answered 2 years ago. Be very wary when trying to swap Triton engines. Griz78 answered 2
years ago. Theodore answered 2 years ago. Normally I would say if it fits a Ford Ranger then it
should go in an Explorer. Most folks want to get away from the Explorer V-6 cause of the timing
chains issues and extreme cost of that repair alone. That will leave one engine choice FACTORY
the v-8 you will have to find a good Explorer with the v-8 pull it and the computer modules and
change a couple things in the explorer. This motor swap is also plausible for the Ford Ranger of
similar years. It is easy if you have the same year make and model, a little bit more difficult if
you change between years or if you move to a next gen vehicle. Many have said you cant cause
the Explorer weighs more than the Ranger but I have the short 2 door sport curb weight is
almost identical. I will loose power but gain mileage. Would you drive an Explorer that gets
30mpg? Most folks would never go smaller. SMOSH answered about a year ago. GuruLH2LR
answered about a year ago. GuruLQS2N answered about a year ago. I have a Mercury
Mountaineer and motor and transmission have issues. It's a 4 liter 6 cylinder. Can a Ford
Explorer that has 4 liter 6 cylinder that was wrecked in front be interchangeable with hood and
front fender and Grill and Radiator. GuruL67DK answered about a year ago. Guru1D94W
answered about a year ago. I have a 98 ford ranger xly 4x4 4l v6 ohv I'm wondering if the will
work for the sway it's a 4x4 as well don't no much more about it tho. Jdmoore4 answered about
a year ago. Guru11MWM answered about a year ago. I have a 06 mustang that needs a new
motor, I also have a 98 ford explorer, they both have a 4. Will that explorer engine fit into my
mustang? AJdeHoog answered about a year ago. Hi everyone I'm looking to do a rebuild on a
03 two door explore spot, will a of the same year fit on the transmission and how hard is it to go
from computer to carburetion. GuruR7VTH answered about a year ago. I have a ford explorer 4.
Jason answered 9 months ago. Will a motor from a explorer xls 4. Michael answered 9 months
ago. In a explorer you have to save all the part. Moter mount. Oil sensor crank sensor. By
injeters connector on line plug in the wires. The ac pump and line. Grind out the ac to fit around
the wires on the throttle plate. Cut the line on the can side to plug in the to line on the 96 to the
Cam sensor is a 3 cap by the 2 Cape and wire adapter. Plug in. Mufler adaptors plug in. Make a
tube to go up to the platinum. Plug in wires. Thermos sensor on the right plug in. Save the
pressure sensor by s water fitting to plug in to afill pressure regulators. And make return line in
tank. By bigger fill pump to plug in. Wire in. To plug in thotollplat and egr. Plug it in. Giampapa
answered 9 months ago. Would a Ford Explorer 4. Trying to beef up my little truck. Will a
transmission from a or ford ranger fit in a ford explorer? I hope this thread is still active. A
friend of mine needs the answer pretty fast. Thank you. Both are 4. DaBullsMobileGarage
answered about a month ago. If I need to change the transmission too, so be it, but I have put to
much money into this thing over the years and Not enough in the engine Any and all
suggestions are appreciated! OJ answered about a month ago. DaBull: The only alternative you
have would be to find a remaufacturered 4. I believe the Vin engine code is "X". I had a 96 with
this engine and it was a good reliable engine. It will have a lot less HP than the 5. The cost of the
remanufacturered not rebuilt engine would probably be around 3, plus installation. You will
have to reprogram the PCM also. Not to mention wiring, sensors, valve covers, intake, throttle
body, exhaust, etc. All at additional cost. Guru95GGRP answered about a month ago. Hey guys
I'm thinking about swapping a ford explorer into a ford ranger any ideas on if this would work

they r both 4. I have a 4. I am having a hard time finding a reasonably priced replacement
engine. Is there another Ford engine I could look at also that is interchangeable This explorer is
2WD and 4wd with the press of a button, so im not sure what that will be considered. I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. What engines are interchangeable? Report Follow.
Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford
Explorer question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search
Ford Explorer Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models
For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. We carry a wide-ranging
catalog of used Ford engines for all applications including gas and diesel engines. Purchase
from us and get an industry leading warranty on used engines and transmissions. Our used
engines, transmissio
2001 saturn wiring diagrams
ford crown victoria manual transmission
auto repair database
ns, Rear Axle, Transfer Case Assembly, and Suspension Cross Member K Frame are covered
under a 1-year warranty from the date of purchase, included for free! Search your perfect used
engine and used transmission on our website or in the catalog and if you can't find it then give
us a call and we will find perfect used engine and used transmission for you. You will be
surprised at the prices we quote, as we have a very large network of salvage yards in US. Select
Year. Select Engine Size. Search Engine. Description : Gas Engine Ford Mustang. Fits : 4. Stock
Number : TCM. More Information. Description : Gas Engine Ford Taurus. Fits : 3. Stock Number
: TCL. Description : Gas Engine Ford Fusion. Fits : gasoline, 2. Description : Gas Engine Ford
Explorer. Stock Number : TCI. Description : Gas Engine Ford Flex. You will be surprised at the
prices we quote, as we have a very large network of salvage yards in US To find the best quality
used engines and used transmission or submit inquiry from.

